Rfresh EvolveVacuum Skin
Packs
Fresh Thinking from
LINPAC Packaging

For the Retailer
Offer your customers a fresh, new look!
Rfresh Evolve trays from LINPAC offer a world of
new, exciting display opportunities. The compact,
tight aspect of our trays allow you to easily shingle
packs, hanging tabs create vertical options and the
complementary SRP solutions we provide give you
a one touch replenishment solution reducing your
shelf loading costs
Vacuum skin packs from LINPAC offer better
product availability to meet the needs of the smaller
convenience store - increased shelf life performance
- no oxygen degradation to 21 days on red
meat
- product can remain in date across two 		
weekends extending your opportunities to
sell
Reduce your costs - the tight aspect reduces the
incidence of leaking packs - less shelf cleaning
required and as well as happy consumers
Reduce food waste – increased shelf life
performance across the supply chain due to the
vacuum process
Tamper evidence built-in - barrier films whiten on
peel revealing whether a pack has been opened

A comprehsive range of SRP solutions
designed to complete the LINPAC VSP tray
range

Visual appeal - no greening with skinless/boneless
or skin-on products

For further information on Vacuum Skin Pack Trays, or any other LINPAC
Packaging solutions, please email info@linpacpackaging.com or visit
www.linpacpackaging.com
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Offer your customers flexibility and choice!
LINPAC have a multi-material range of VSP trays to
give you maximum flexibility. Choose from :
- rPET Mono, rPET/PE, PP/EVOH (PP barrier) or EPS
foam
- below the flange, protruding, super protruding or
tri-web (vacuum with MAP)
Flexibility of supply - no lock-in to a material or
machinery manufacturer - LINPAC VSP trays will run
on all suitably modified tray sealing machines and
are compatible with all vacuum film suppliers
More efficient prodction scheduling - high barrier,
high clarity pack with no gases that degrade the
packed product - no oxygen degradation to 21 days
on red meat
Reduce costs - the tight aspect pack creates less
leakers and returns
Offer your customer products with immediate shelf
impact - the compact, robust VSP tray from LINPAC
can be displayed vertically, shingled or hung.
Offer your customers a complete solution including
SRP manufactured from 90% post consumer
recyclate
- reduce their shelf loading costs - one touch
replenisment saves both time and money
- minimise waste in their chiller cabinet - LINPAC SRP
solutions do not absorb moisture
Follow us::
LINPAC Packaging Limited
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Maximise shelf impact by using on-pack
labelling and coloured backgrounds.
Printed backgrounds are now in
development

